Case Study
JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
8.11 Implementation &
Global Template Design
for Leading Cable
Manufacturer
Client

The client is one of the oldest and largest, fully integrated cable manufacturers in India. It has three cables manufacturing facilities spread across geography in India. It manufactures power, telecom, instrumentation and optical fibre cables. The client is well-established and technology-oriented in cable industries, producing power cables and telecom cables as per quality standard.

Challenges

Incorporate globally accepted, industry best business practices to all factories

JD Edwards implementation and rollout of solution, with no customization

Minimize implementation and maintenance cost by exploring possibility of using JDE instance in-place for transmission business

LTI Canada’s Solution:

Leverage JDE modules and features like Advanced Pricing, Sales Order Management, Flex Accounting, Multiple Work Orders to meet the current and future requirements with standard JDE ERP system.

Legal document requirements meet with JDE Localization package.

Reduced TCO by adopting “No Customization” methodology, and hosting solution on the same instance, as used by the parent company for power transmission business.
Business Benefits Delivered

- Standard JDE implementation
- Reduced TCO (by co-hosting)
- Standardization of legal documents and master data across all plants and locations
- Faster reporting and data consolidation

Technology

- JD Edwards EnterpriseOne 8.11
- Modules: Finance, Distribution & Logistics, Manufacturing and Requirement Planning
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